CUSTOM STAINED GLASS

CALL US@ 1-888-594-5277

170-2800VikingWay,Richmond,BCV6V1N5

Little has changed in the creation of stained glass pieces in the last thousand years. To some, it
may seem that this art forms required attention to detail, and the craftsmanship it demands is
all part of that distant past. This is not the case at Kits Glass.
We hand make all our stained glass pieces in the time-honored way. We embrace the past while
keeping an eye on the present; celebrating the union of tradition and innovation.

The artists at Kits Glass can create a glass work to enhance any setting. A door or window can
come alive with the magic of stained glass and the dynamic relationship that exists between
light and glass. From traditional to bold contemporary, Kits Glass offers an unlimited range of
design possibilities.

This flowing design on exterior doors creates an unforgettable first impression. The
pattern continues to flow on a window.

This exquisite french door design is a timeless classic; the
perfect union of form and function.

www.kitsglass.ca/custom-stained-glass

Various glass types are
incorporated with traditional
stained glass to create a truly
unique piece.

This stylized vine stained glass piece successfully merges
the interior with the outdoors.
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Elegant visual textures create a stunning sidelite and transom combination.

Brightly colored glass adds a distinctive
flair to this Victorian French door design.

State of the art modernism abounds in these
geometrically patterned glass doors.

The classic beauty of this french door and
matching sidelite are a testament to good
taste.

Bands of textured glass, with varying
thicknesses of lead can be combined to form a
refined contemporary entrance.

These double French doors are an
eloquent example of the unlimited design
possibilities that stained glass has to
offer.

This simple linear design with minimal use of color and subtly textured glass is in
perfect harmony with the tall narrow openings.

GET STARTED ON YOUR ORDER!

Requesting & Submitting a Quote via:
- Online Quote
- SALES@KITSGLASS.CA
- Fax: 604-231-0807
- Tel: +1-888-594-5277 Or
604-231-0878
www.kitsglass.ca/custom-stained-glass

Upon the acceptance of an order,
a 50% deposit is required for
customers without established
credit terms.

Our Customer Service
Department will contact you
approximately one week prior to
the intended shipping date.
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On C.O.D. accounts we accept
VISA, MasterCard, Bank Drafts,
Money Orders, Direct Deposits or
Certified Cheques.
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